Responding to Vaccine Hesitancy –
a Motivational Approach

Welcome and Registration
Please enter your name,
Surgery name and PCN in
the chat box

Can we improve upon…..
By trying to…

Vaccine
offered

Yes

No OR Not
Sure

Patient
booked in

Why?

Conversation
ends

Reason(s) for not
wanting to be vaccinated
given

Conversation ends

►Avoid strengthening person’s argument
against the vaccine by giving voice only to
the reasons they don’t want it
►Work with the person to enable them to
be more open to the possibility of change
►Explore what they know & think + try to
strengthen their motivation to change

Focus of the session…

Effective behaviour change conversations with patients by looking to
build and strengthen their motivation to engage with COVID-19
vaccination programme

Drawing on the practice of Motivational Interviewing

What is Motivational
Interviewing?
• A client-centred, guiding method for
enhancing intrinsic motivation to change by
exploring and resolving ambivalence.
• It is about arranging conversations so that
people talk themselves into change based
on their own values and interests.
(Miller and Rollnick 2009 and 2013)

Building blocks of the
approach
Collaboration
Working together to create
goals and solutions, nonhierarchical/expert

Evocation
Inspire, draw forth,
elicit information from
the patient

Respect
The patient’s
autonomy,
responsibility to
choose, resources
and ability, and their
decision

Qualities which – in themselves – are predictors of change
Less about ‘what’ we do, more about ‘how we are’ with

What we’ll cover…

Examples of
vaccine
hesitancy

Core skills &
processes

Simulations

Tips and
Resources

AIM = Build on your experience & sharpen
confidence and competence to have ‘motivational’
conversations with patients around vaccine uptake

What reasons do you
hear from patients who
are hesitant or who
refuse the Covid-19
vaccination?

Here are examples that
reflect where
conversations often
seem to start from…..

We’ll come back to some of these later

I’m old/will die soon – give it
to someone who needs it

I don’t need it…
I’ve had already
had Covid

I worry the vaccine
could give me Covid

It’s been rushed
through, it can’t be safe

I’m pregnant so
I can’t get it
Why is my community
the guinea pig for the vaccine!

I just want to wait
and see how things go

I’m fit and well –
I’ve never even
had the flu

I’m worried that it will
weaken my immune system
I hear that the side
effects can be worse
than the disease

I probably will, but I’ve
not got around to making
an appointment

I used to get an annual
jab, but stopped and
I’ve been fine

I think I want to leave it for a
few months

You’ll be talking to patients who are at different points in
their vaccination journey

Vaccination as a patient
journey
Action

Useful to quickly
get a handle on
‘where’ the
patient is at in
their journey

Preparation

Intend to get
vaccination, but
need some
encouragement

Contemplation

Pre-contemplation

Sees no problem in
refusing the vaccine /
not thinking about it

Hesitant /
ambivalent –
about getting
vaccinated

Make an
appointment
and get
vaccinated
Maintenance

Committed to
getting
vaccinations in
future
Relapse

Returns to old
behaviour –
disengaged from
vaccination
programme

Established
change

No longer
tempted

Patients are likely
to need different
advice and
encouragement at
different stages

Source: Prochaska and DiClemente, Stages of Change Change Model

SIMULATION

A receptionist is speaking to
a patient who doesn’t feel
they need to get the
vaccination because they
have already had Covid-19

Conversation
Scenario (Audio)

RECEPTIONIST: I’m just following up on your invitation to book a Covid-19 vaccination. Would you like to schedule a time for your jab?
PATIENT: No thanks. I can’t say I’m really bothered about it.
RECEPTIONIST: Oh. Do you mind if I just ask… are you worried about possibly catching the virus and becoming ill?
PATIENT: Not really. I’ve already had Covid and it wasn’t that bad so I’m sure if I got it again I’d be okay.. But it won’t, because
I’m immune now aren’t I?
RECEPTIONIST: That’s interesting, so you think that you’ll be OK because you’ve already had the virus?
PATIENT: Yeh, that’s what I’m saying. What’s the point…if I’m already immune, is that the case?
RECEPTIONIST: Well, there is some truth in what you say…so you may have gained some immunity against catching the virus again.
It’s absolutely your decision, and I’m not trying to make that for you, but there are other reasons to get vaccinated that I could point out to
you if you like?
PATIENT: OK, what are they?
RECEPTIONIST: Well, the latest evidence indicates that the immunity you get from the vaccine will be longer lasting than any natural
immunity you might have developed. And you can still get COVID 19 again, the vaccine reduces the chance of that happening and, if you
did get it again, the vaccination can reduce how serious the symptoms will be.
PATIENT: Oh… I didn’t know that. I might need to think about it a bit more. That might change things.
RECEPTIONIST: Yes, I think this will be good news to a lot of people. What concerns us is that if people don’t engage with the
vaccination programme there will always be a risk that new outbreaks of the disease can happen. Ultimately, the vaccine stops people
suffering with the virus and it save lives.
PATIENT: I can see what you’re saying.
RECEPTIONIST: Do you need some time to think about things? I can call you back if you like or I can book your vaccination
appointment now if you want

Core skills to help
you strengthen
patients’ motivation
towards vaccination

Core skills - OARS

Open
questions

Evoke information from patients about what they
understand and feel about getting vaccinated

Affirm patient’s qualities, knowledge, efforts, intentions,
ffirmations
personal control

A

Reflections

Saying back what the patient has said about what they
know & how they feel. Show you are listening.

Summarising

Drawing together what’s been said and asking ‘so,
where are you now?’

Open questions
I’m just not interested
in getting vaccinated
at the moment
It’s your decision.
What do you know
about the vaccine and
the reasons for getting
it?
Very useful at the start - gets the conversation going - and helpful throughout. Also a good
technique to use to respond to resistance. Use at the end of a conversation when asking
‘where the patient is at’

Affirmations
Things have moved
so fast. I just can’t
believe that this
vaccine can be safe
I can understand
why you might feel
that way, and you’re
not alone…

Demonstrate you have heard the patient, respect and validate their views,
build empathy, support self-efficacy, allow you to spotlight positive feelings
towards vaccination

Reflections
I know people keep saying that I
need to get this vaccination, but
I’m just not convinced it’s
necessary
Even though you’ve been
encouraged to get vaccinated,
you’re still unsure that it’s the
right thing to do

You will probably use it a lot. Very effective when dealing with difficult
conversations and when the patient is ‘resisting’ – an effective way of ‘rolling
with resistance’

Summarising

Thanks, that’s been
helpful…
so what I understand
you’d like to do now is…

What YOU say/do depends on ‘where the patient is at’:
•
•
•

Patient is ready: arrange appointment
Still unsure: Time to think, offer info, book follow-up
Patient refuses: Reinforce autonomy and offer information. Encourage them to reconsider and book a
follow up call/ signpost to educational resource.

How might you respond
to…

Type responses into chat box

I don’t trust them…they’re
giving white people a different
vaccine than other groups

I can see you’ve formed
a view about it. Can you
tell me where you got
that information from?

?

There’s no point in getting it. I
don’t see why I should bother
with it.

You DON’T see any
benefit to you at all in
getting vaccinated.

?

I’m going to leave it for now –
I just want to wait and see
how things go

What would it take for
you to feel differently
about getting
vaccinated now?

?

Processes that draw on
the core skills

Decisional Balance
Patient might feel two ways about
vaccination (ambivalence)

Decisional Balance
Things that put
the patient off the
idea of
vaccination
Ø Draw out, recognise
and respect. Work
with the patient to
reassure + reduce
perceived cons of
vaccination

Things that would
attract the patient to
get vaccinated
Ø Affirm what the patient
already knows, build on
their knowledge about
vaccination + increase
the perceived benefits
of vaccination

Getting vaccinated is not
really that important to me.

Can I ask, on scale of 1-10,
with 10 being really
important, how important is
it for you?.....
…..Why not a lower score?

?

Evoke-Provide-Evoke
A key process in a motivational conversation

Evoke-Provide-Evoke
Evoke
Ask patient what they already know or would like to
know more about. Ask permission to offer
information

Provide
Give information in a neutral, non-judgmental
way

Evoke
Gather understanding of the feedback provided.
Ask what else the patient would like to know. Ask
what they make of the information.

Video

A patient sees the value in
vaccination, but has worries
because of the speed the
COVID 19 vaccine has been
developed

Conversation
Scenario (Audio)

PATIENT: I don’t know what to think about these vaccines they’re talking about.
PRACTITIONER: You don’t know what to think?
PATIENT: Yeah, I mean I can see they’re important for getting us back to normal, but look at the pace it’s all been developed at ….they might have
missed something ….surely it can’t be safe!
PRACTITIONER: You’re correct, the vaccines have been developed very quickly. And it’s been possible to do that because of the huge
amount of funding and effort that’s gone into it, and the tens of thousands of people it’s been tested on. So does that change your
thoughts on things at all?
PATIENT: Hmm, I suppose that might explain some of it. But I’m still not sure it’s safe
PRACTITIONER: You’ve clearly got some concerns still… It’s possibly worth stressing that all medicines we use, including vaccines, have
to meet the required standards of safety and effectiveness. They have been through rigorous clinical trials before they have been
authorised for use. Does that information change how you feel?
PATIENT: Yeah…..maybe a bit.
PRACTITIONER: Did you have any concerns about other vaccines you’ve had?
PATIENT: Not really, the flu-jab has given me a few sniffles in the past, but I recover alright. I can see it works.
PRACTITIONER: Right…. So you’re obviously aware of the benefits of vaccination.
PATIENT: Yeah, I get a vaccine most years. It’s just this one I’m just not sure about. I might wait a while and see how things go.
PRACTITIONER: I can understand how you feel that way. It sounds like it might help to get some further reassurances though….I could get
one of our GPs to give you a call and chat through your concerns if you like? What do you think?
PATIENT: Oh ok. So I don’t need to decide right now. And I’ll make a list of the questions before I speak to the GP.
PRACTITIONER: Good, let’s do that.

Ask-Assist-Act
Structure for delivering a very brief intervention

3As - Very brief
intervention model
Ask

Helps you
‘shape’ and
‘navigate’ the
conversation

appropriate question/s to evoke what patient
understands/feels about vaccination. ‘Where
they are now’

Assist
offer/provide information that adds to patient
understanding and/or addresses a concern

Act
try to move things forward in a positive
direction

Receptionist calls patient in a
high priority group who is
hesitant about getting the
vaccination because she
doesn’t want to be a guinea
pig for testing

Conversation
Scenario (Audio)

RECEPTIONIST: Hi, it’s Stephen from reception at your GPs here, I’m just following up on your invite for the Covid-19 vaccination. Can I
book you in a time for your jab?
PATIENT: I haven’t decided yet… I’m still thinking about it.
RECEPTIONIST: OK, some people do have questions or concerns. Can I ask you, what’s your thoughts are on getting the vaccination?
PATIENT: Well, it’s good that I’m near the top of the list, but I don’t want to be a guinea pig for testing.
RECEPTIONIST: I see, so you feel it hasn’t been fully checked out yet?
PATIENT: That’s right, I mean it’s good that I’m being asked to take it early because I know I’m at risk, but I don’t want to get any side-effects like
those people who got an allergic reaction.
RECEPTIONIST: Well, it’s great that you see the benefits of getting vaccinated. It might actually be helpful to mention that the NHS has
produced some really good information on the topic….I’ve read it and it’s certainly reassured me about a lot of the issues. Would you
like me to share some of that with you just now?
PATIENT: Okay, I’d be interested to hear that.
RECEPTIONIST: Thank you. Well, the Covid-19 vaccines have been tested on tens of thousands of people from a variety of backgrounds
and ages, so that’s including those with medical issues. They been found to be very safe and effective in preventing infection. Although
they have been developed very quickly, they have been through all the same checks as the other vaccines that we routinely use. We’ve
got really strict criteria in place to make sure medicines and vaccines are safe before we offer them to the public, so rest assured you’re
not a guinea pig. Also, we do keep an eye on everyone after they’ve had the jab to make sure they are safe. So, having heard that, how
do you feel now?
PATIENT: Well, that’s good hear. I wouldn’t mind reading a bit more about it myself though.
RECEPTIONIST: Of course, that makes sense. I can send you some information just now if you like?
PATIENT: Yes, that would be good.
RECEPTIONIST: Great, and I’ll check back with you in a week to see how you’re feeling about it if that’s OK?
PATIENT: OK, thanks, I’ll look forward to hearing from you.

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ABktKuENbxT7J
WLDwqe5Z7FBNNFONmRR/view?usp=sharing

A Practice Nurse talking to
someone with a long-term
condition who is resistant to
taking the vaccine as it
doesn’t feel natural

Conversation
Scenario (Audio)

Practitioner: Thanks for checking-in with me today, it’s important to keep an eye on your condition, particularly at the moment. Have we been in touch with you
about your Covid vaccine yet?
Patient: Yes, but I don’t like vaccines, so I won’t be taking you up on it.
Practitioner: Oh?...What is it that makes you feel that way?
Patient: Well, the idea of putting chemicals in my body just doesn’t feel natural. I prefer to let life run its course and if I get Covid, I just want to let my body take care of it.
Practitioner: Right, and do you have any other concerns?
Patient: No, that’s it really.
Practitioner: OK. Do you mind if I ask how do you feel about possibly getting Covid?
Patient: Well, I guess it’s not pleasant, maybe a bit like getting the flu, but I’ve had some pretty nasty bugs in the past and I’ve been able to see them off myself.
Practitioner: Right, so you feel you’re in good shape and ready to deal with Covid if you need to? You must feel like we’re all making a bit of fuss then?
Patient: Oh I know it’s important for others, I mean I know people who have lost someone and that’s very sad. And of course, we’d all like to get back to normal life.
Practitioner: Well, you’ve raised a couple of important things there…. we’ve got this vaccine programme to stop people getting ill and possibly dying, and that’s
what’s going to help us start to get back to a more normal life.
Patient: Hmm
Practitioner: It sounds like you’re more concerned about others than yourself. That’s admirable.
Patient: Yes, I do like to do my bit.
Practitioner: And actually, vaccines work by getting your body ready to fight off the virus. It’s not the vaccine that deals with it, it’s your body that fights it off.
Patient: OK, I’ll think it over.
Practitioner: Fair enough…You’ve obviously got some concerns, and I’ve shared some information with you to think about. Do let me know if there’s anything
else you want to talk over. Is it OK if I get one of our team to ring you in a few days to see what you’ve decided?
Patient: Yeh, that’s fine, thanks.

DISCUSSION

Conversational Traps
Things to look out for and avoid

Persuasion Trap

You become the champion for the
vaccine, trying to convince the
hesitant/resistant patients of the
benefits

Ø

Often ends in an argumentative
type of “yes, but” cycle

Lecture (Data Dump)
Trap

Tendency to provide the full story
about some aspect of the vaccine

Ø
Ø

Can put people off - implies they
don’t know the full story
Counter-productive if you end up
raising concerns that the patient
had not previously considered

“Yes/No” Question &
Answer Trap

Asking a series of closed questions
that require a yes or no answer and
does not invite any insight

Ten Talking Tips

✓ Explore and understand
the patient’s position
✓ Engage in a two-way
conversation – work
together
✓ Recognise that people may
feel two ways
✓ Be alert to resistance – but
don’t meet force with force
✓ Use open questions that
encourage elaboration

✓ Be curious rather than
intrusive
✓ Seek permission to ask
questions and provide
information
✓ Demonstrate understanding
with reflection and summary
✓ Try to be impartial as to the
outcome
✓ Support autonomy and the
patient’s decision

Resources

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ABktKuENbxT7J
WLDwqe5Z7FBNNFONmRR/view?usp=sharing

https://www.eastlondonhcp.nhs.uk/
ourplans/covid-19-vaccinefaqs.htm

https://www.eastlondonhcp.nhs.uk/
ourplans/covid-19-vaccinefaqs.htm

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1b026fIt4bYl
p2T8VXt78wNXvyTu7Rf9C8m-g76ry8EA/edit

https://www.nhsconfed.org/-/media/Confederation/Files/Publications/Documents/RHO-vaccine-uptake-infographic.pdf

Useful
Facts and
Phrases

•

The vaccine is very good news, as it will protect us and save
lives. It is also very precious so we have to make sure we don’t
waste it

•

We know the vaccine is 95% effective and has been extensively
tested in tens of thousands of people and is very safe

•

The faster we get people vaccinated, the faster we can get back
to normality; whether that’s school, work, or seeing our family
and friends

•

Like all medicines, vaccines may cause side effects. Most of
these are mild and short-term, and not everyone gets them.
Some examples include arm pain and mild fever lasting a day or
so

•

Even though the vaccine was developed relatively quickly, it was
tested on tens of thousands of people all over the world and was
found to be very safe and effective

Useful
Facts and
Phrases
(cont.)

•

We have very strict criteria to make sure medicines and
vaccines are safe before we roll them out to the public, rest
assured you are not a guinea pig

•

Covid remains a real threat to our residents, and we’re really
worried about the impact it is having on people’s physical and
mental health

•

It’s also damaging the economy and leading to education
being disrupted

•

Now is the time to act to turn the tide and beat this virus

•

The vaccine does not have any virus in it

•

It only contains a component from the virus that will make your
body recognise the Covid virus if you ever encounter it in the
future- think of it as memory

•

If you do pick up the virus in real life, your body will kill the
virus straightaway and you shouldn’t feel unwell

Links to the resources
• 3As Tool
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ABktKuENbxT7JWLDwqe5Z7FBNNFONmRR/vi
ew?usp=sharing
• East London Health & Care Partnership
https://www.eastlondonhcp.nhs.uk/ourplans/covid-19-vaccine-faqs.htm
• Covid-19 Vaccination FAQs
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1b026fIt4bYlp2T8VXt78wNXvyTu7Rf9C8m
-g76ry8EA/edit
• Maximising Uptake for Ethnic Minorities
https://www.nhsconfed.org//media/Confederation/Files/Publications/Documents/RHO-vaccine-uptakeinfographic.pdf

Summing up
• This style allows patients to feel heard and respected
• When they don’t feel pressured, patients are more likely
to explore openly their thoughts about the vaccine
• It may lead patients to see the situation in a new way
and to form different conclusions
• A lot can be achieved in a few minutes
• The skills need to be practiced
• You’ve got resources to draw on that should help

Role play
Practice using
some of the skills
with your
colleagues…

•

Wear ‘patient’ and ‘practitioner’
hats – get into the role

•

Get the conversation started

•

PATIENT is hesitant….use a
response that you come up against

•

PRACTIONER – use Open
Questions and Reflections. Think
Evoke-Provide-Evoke. Move
through the 3As

Look for ways to share
learnings in your workplace
Suggestions

Ideas

Issue

Issue
Ideas

Suggestions

Ideas
Suggestions

Suggestions

Issue
Ideas

Suggestions

Can you see yourself
applying these
conversational skills &
using these resources?…

DISCUSSION

?
Please do give
us your
feedback
https://www.smartsurvey.co.uk/s/VaccineMI/

Thank You
Dr Andy McArthur
andy@smgateway.co.uk

Mike Hope
mike@smgateway.co.uk

